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LAKE MICHIGAN WATER PROJECT
USES FUSIBLE PVC® PIPING FOR
HDD SECTIONS
Horizontal directional drill in Lake County
Overview
The Central Lake County Joint Action Water Agency
(CLCJAWA) was formed in 1986 to provide a reliable source
of drinking water to a dozen communities in Lake County,
Illinois. With decreased water demand due to increases in
water usage efficiencies over the last 20-30 years, CLCJAWA
was able to share their excess treatment capacity to provide
treated Lake Michigan water to additional communities in
the region. Six new communities were recently added to the
CLCJAWA transmission system as a result of the design and
construction of approximately 23 miles of new transmission
mains that now serve more than 260,000 people.
In designing a project of this length and magnitude, the route
of the new transmission mains traveled through varying
landscapes requiring a mix of open trench and trenchless
construction. Horizontal directional drilling (HDD) was used
to cross roads, avoid wetlands, save existing landscaping, and
minimize disruptions to the residents. Overall, the project
included over 11,000 feet of HDD in pipe sizes ranging from
10-inch to 24-inch diameter.
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Pipeline Details and Project Summary
Project:
Location:

“By leveraging HDD technology,
CLCJAWA was able to explore
water main routes that would
not be economically viable with
standard construction methods,
allowing CLCJAWA to install pipe in
the shortest and most direct route
possible. The approach reduced the
cost of construction, and allowed new
communities to bring their dream of
Lake Michigan water to reality.”
Jeff White, Project Manager
CLCJAWA
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CLCJAWA North & West Group Water
System Expansion
Lake County, Illinois
1,242 LF of 10-inch DR 14, 3,261 LF of
16-inch DR 18, 5,323 LF of 20-inch DR
18 and 1,917 LF of 24-inch DR 18
225 psi for 2 hours
Horizontal directional drill
Central Lake County Joint Action Water
Agency (CLCJAWA)
CDM Smith – Lead Consultant
Campanella & Sons, Inc.,
Joel Kennedy Constructing Corp.,
Trine Construction Corp.
RJ Underground, Inc., EBI Drilling Inc.
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CLCJAWA hired CDM Smith as the lead engineering firm for
the design and construction management of the new water
transmission main expansion project. The initial design of the
project began with planning workshops and group sessions
with officials from the member communities to gain input
from them on the proposed transmission mains. These
sessions combined with field studies led to the creation of
route study reports and ultimately the selection of routes for
each of the new transmission mains.
The design team evaluated several different potential material
options for the HDD sections. Primarily, they considered
restrained joint ductile iron piping, HDPE piping and Fusible
PVC® piping as candidates for the HDD sections. The design
team decided to go with FPVCP for the HDD sections due to
familiarity with the material, fittings, and repair methods.
Additionally, PVC pipe had proven reliable in the existing
CLCJAWA system as resistant to oxidation from chlorine
drinking water disinfectants, which was important to
CLCJAWA for the long-term reliability of the water main.
Due to the massive overall size of the project, construction
of the new transmission mains was broken into eight different
phases. The first phase of the project began in 2016 and the
last phase was finished in 2019. In total, there were over
two miles of pipe installed via HDD, which was spread over
approximately 19 separate drills. The longest drill included
a 1,169 LF shot of 24-inch DR 18 Fusible PVC® piping. All of
the HDD sections were installed without issue and HDD
proved to be a good trenchless solution for these critical
transmission mains. The installed transmission mains now
connect and convey Lake Michigan water to all of the new
member communities in the CLCJAWA network.

HDD Insertion of 16-inch pipe
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Fusion of 16-inch pipe
Underground Solutions, Inc. provides infrastructure technologies for water,
wastewater and power cable conduit applications. Underground Solutions’ Fusible
PVC® pipe products, including Fusible C-900®, Fusible C-905® and FPVC®, utilize
patented technology to produce a fused monolithic, fully-restrained, gasket-free,
leak-free piping system ideal for trenchless (horizontal directional drilling, pipe
bursting and sliplining) or conventional "open-cut" installations and are available in
4-inch to 36-inch diameters. The combination of standard fittings and lower weight
with higher flow for a given pressure class versus other thermoplastic pipes ensures
that Fusible PVC® pipe brings greater economy to most pipeline projects.
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